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Among the devices we use to administer addictive drugs to 
ourselves are syringes, cigarettes, and bicycles.  I suffer 
mildly from endorphin addiction, with bikes, and a tendency  
to increase the dose .. from about 1000 miles a year in 1970,  
when a job-shift made commuting reasonable, to about 3000  
in 1999.  [That's "only" 4% a year, compounded.]   
 
I must be careful not to exaggerate: I wimp out in rain, with  
daylight-losing time, and with many other excuses.  "Real" bikers  
ride all year and in any weather.  ["Real" bikers like to suffer; 
this has some bearing on the story that follows.]  Despite 
wimping, however, my totals accumulate to about 50,000 miles and 
half an in-the-saddle-year, over the last thirty years.  This is 
not quite the time-waster it sounds as much of it would otherwise 
have been spent in cars.   
  
Along this curve I've done the standard Northwest things ..  
the "Chilly-Hilly", Seattle-to-Portland tours, explored King  
and Snohomish counties, parts of British Columbia, and I've  
solo toured near Pittsburgh and across New York from Buffalo  
to Albany.  All of these have been good fun. 
  
Two years ago I noticed an ad for the "BigRide", a tour across  
the country sponsored by the American Lung Association.  This  
is one of those curious events where you are supposed to pester  
your friends for pledges .. rather a lot of pledges .. and then  
toodle around having a good time.  The idea gnawed away for  
a year and then erupted last fall with "Why not?" and "I won't  
be more fit next year than this."  I hit up a few firms for  
contributions in lieu of fees for otherwise mostly free  
consulting and software, added a bit more to the pot, and  
abstained from pestering friends.  [You're welcome.] 
  
The tour left Seattle on June 19th with 201 riders and many  
vans, some for baggage, some for sagging, some for water stops,  
food and cooking.  One truck hauled sanicans, and one hauled 
glorious showers.  The initial route was over Stevens Pass, north  
of Leavenworth and Wenatchee, Grand Coulee City, Spokane, though  
the Pend Oreille country, Sand Point, and Townsend Falls, to  
Missoula, averaging 80-some miles a day during the first week, 



plus one lay-over day in Spokane.  On two of those days we 
exceeded 100 miles. 
  
We mostly camped in our own hauled-by-van tents, with occasional 
nights in dorms, as at Gonzaga in Spokane and the University of 
Montana at Missoula.  The route continued through eastern Montana, 
Wyoming, South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,  
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, arriving in DC on Aug 5th, after 
48 days and 3250 miles.  Most bike odometers registered about 4%  
more than this, plus "bonus miles" for getting lost. 
 
I missed the segment from Missoula to Madison: altitude-fatigue,  
too little sleep, an open abrasion sore, and too much time to  
think about misery on the hot long day into Missoula broke the  
joy of the thing.  I was not having fun.  Later, pride and  
ornryness kicked in, and I flew out to Wisconsin to rejoin the  
tour through to DC, for about 2000 bike miles in all. 
  
Here are some impressions: 
  
I liked especially the Pend Oreille country in Idaho's 
panhandle, the high-dry wheat country of central Washington,  
and the prosperous farms in central Wisconsin.  Maryland was  
a pleasant surprise, helped by a cool-front, with beautiful  
country within a few miles of the capital.  I was moved by  
Gettysburg and the sequence of Civil-War cemeteries in Ohio  
and Pennsylvania, still flowered and flagged. 
  
I liked least the regional pollution swamping Ohio and  
Pennsylvania with hazy-sticky white skies you can faintly smell. I 
regret taking miserable photos, being generally too pooped to 
stop for the opportunities, and that I pulped my daily log, 
carelessly left in a shirt pocket dumped in a washing machine.  
Memories, too, are fuzzed from senility, fugacity, and fatigue: a 
pity. 
 
I was unprepared for hot-muggy camping, the kind where even your 
freshly showered skin sticks to the sweaty salts on the rip-stop 
nylon covers of your sleeping bag, used as a mattress pad.  A 
terrycloth fitted cover on the ThermoRest mattress would have been  
useful. 
  
East of Madison wildflowers were common, but of few varieties:  
Queen Anne's lace, Black-Eyed Susan, Buckwheat, and a small, 
purple-blue daisy.  I saw one patch of a yellow, dwarfed variant  
of Queen Anne's lace that I wish I had photographed.  Curiously,  



few dandelions.  The eastern US is Big Lawn country, with kitchy  
yard gnomes and Wal-Mart pumpkin lilies the most common porch 
plant.   
 
I was among the "slowly rollers", the lagging cotillion late each 
day into camp, too tired to play.  On one long day I was 13 hours 
on the road; on another, 12.  I averaged about 11 mph over the 
whole tour and was quickly knocked into granny gears by little 
hills that I would otherwise sprint over, here in Seattle.  This 
surprised me, as I had thought I was more fit than in fact I 
turned out to be.  Several riders older than I, and several ladies 
plumper than I, did markedly better.  I admire them greatly. 
  
Curiously, after the ride I experienced something of a fitness  
bounce, cruising steadily in Albany up long grades at 15 mph, and  
along smooth level stretches at 20 mph, both speeds greater than 
I could sustain during the tour: better sleep and food, perhaps? 
I seem to do reasonably well out to 60-70 miles a day, but droop 
progressively on successive days exceeding 80 miles.   
 
Fatigue interfered with sleep: I averaged about five and a half  
hours, sleeping best after the shorter days, not the longer and  
more obviously tiring ones.  Several of the camp sites bordered 
vigorously hooty midnight train traffic, which seemed amusing at 
the time. 
  
I am, by the way, 69 and was perhaps the 3rd or 4th oldest rider 
arriving in DC.  The oldest was 79; Phil biked strongly the whole 
way.  About a dozen riders exceeded 60, one of whom ..  the only 
woman ..  trained for the ride, remarkably, on the trails of 
Manhattan's Central Park.  The median age of the whole group 
was a bit less than 40, and the two youngest riders were women 
of 17.  There were a few more men than women. 
  
I keenly remember one older rider as gray-faced with fatigue 
after 104 very hot miles into Grand Coulee City.  He later 
dropped out, as I did.  I was, I think, the only returnee, save 
for one younger man who interrupted his tour for a business 
appointment.  Several riders joined in mid-tour.  Several riders  
had done the ride before.  
  
A common theme was transitions: we were between jobs or partners  
or "passages".  Some of us were interesting, but conversation was  
mostly dull, rarely rising above gear chatter and "Where you  
from?"  The common greeting .. aside from "On your left!".. was  
"How you doing?", to which the expected reply was "Good!  Real  



good!"  Variant responses met with bewildered silence.  I hold  
that marriage and other friendships better survive poor sex than  
poor talk. 
 
Hint: for good talk stop at rural breakfast cafes, which you'll  
recognize by the parked pickup trucks.  An obviously urban pointy- 
header, I was nonetheless courteously instructed about interesting  
things: bovine milk hormones, the federal bureaucracy of water- 
quality testing, genetically modified soy beans, local politics,  
Bill's zipper, and personal salvation.  And the coffee was good, 
too. 
 
A curious epidemic swept through the gang: tattoos.  This 
started among the women .. not all of them kids .. and spread 
to a few of the 40ish men. 
  
I was bemused by one somewhat forcedly vivacious woman, the kind 
who is "on stage" all the time, rounding up those 40ish men into 
a cross-dressing episode.  Most of the younger, and most of the  
older men sensibly desisted.  Forty is a silly age. 
 
I typically rose at 5 o'clock after moderately comfortable but 
wakeful nights, packed the tent [always sopping], breakfasted 
[oatmeal and orange juice]], grabbed a bagel and banana, and was  
on the road a few minutes after first light.  Cool mornings were  
the best times, and the first fifty miles were approximately fun.   
We had little rain, and what we had was welcome for its coolth.   
Winds were light, except for tiring head winds on one long day  
in Montana. 
 
Most days had about 3,000 feet of cumulative altitude gain in  
rolling hills.  One day had 7,000.  Someone with an integrating  
altimeter reported 115,000 feet for the whole tour.  [Four Mt.  
Everests.]  The highest pass was a bit over 7000 feet above sea  
level.  The ruffest day was a hundred-plus miles with temperatures  
and humidities both in the high 80's [I sagged that one].  Several  
continuous grades rose 3,000 feet, with a few stretches exceeding  
12%.  I walked twice, pushing the bike for a few steep miles on  
the same day in Pennsylvania. 
  
Most days I slouched into camp between 3 and 5 PM, set up my 
tent .. a tiring chore after a tiring day .. showered, ate, read  
a few pages of Farley Mowat's "The Boat That Wouldn't Float",  
fell asleep at dusk, then woke and dozed fitfully through the  
early dark hours.  
 



Road quality varied greatly, from delightful, smooth, and shaded 
bike trails to hot and crumbly, shoulderless, truck-pounded  
Kyrghiztani camel tracks.  In the main, though, the route was  
well chosen, well marked, and interesting: kudos to Charlie,  
the route boss. 
       
Bicycle riding is not intellectually challenging: first your left 
foot goes forward and down, while your right foot goes back and 
up; then your right foot goes forward and down while your ...  
After awhile you get the hang of this. In the cool mornings I 
could entertain myself by composing lectures, explaining contrails 
to Captain Horatio Hornblower, and cherishing pretty women.   
But muggy afternoons deteriorated into survival exercises, 
occasionally helped a bit by a cheap ear-plug radio [right ear 
only, for safety] that sometimes interrupted the evangelists with 
good music and "All Things Considered". 
 
Road trash: carrion, coinage, and colas.  Our routes stored fresh 
and seasoned road kill [possum, 'coons, cats, ..], pennies [Do  
harried mothers let their bored kids throw them at road signs?], 
and forty-ounce polycarbonate bottles still half full of murky  
fluids.  On America's rural roads one need never be hungry, broke,  
or thirsty.  Is this a great country, or what? 
 
There were several serious accidents: I count two broken pelvises 
[pelvae?] .. one with broken ribs also .. two broken arms, one 
broken leg, two cracked clavicles, and one leg cut requiring 
stitches.  [I'm likely undercounting.]  Many had deep bruises and 
painful abrasions.  One cyclist withdrew, I understand, with chest 
pains.  [My heart rate got up to 150 during one hot and shadeless 
"killer klimb" out of the Columbia gorge and onto the plateau east 
of Wenatchee, with sunglop dripping painfully into my eyes.]  I 
arrived safely, however, with but one bee sting, no falls, and one 
flat tire; many riders had several of each.   
 
The Seattle newspapers reported a collision fatality on a similar  
bike tour this year: it is not clear that bicycling is healthy for  
children and other living things. 
  
My scariest moment came from being unexpectedly swished by, on 
my right, while I was carelessly returning to a right lane from 
a short stint in the left while avoiding a crop sprayer.  Owing 
to a field-tractor's noise, I did not hear the coming car, nor 
did I see it in a rear-view mirror that looked only over my left 



 
shoulder.  I was stupid, stupid, stupid.  Fatigue shuts off the 
brain as less essential than other muscles.  There's a moral in 
this for both profs and jocks. 
  
We tended to excessive self- and mutual congratulation.   
We were all so wonderful.  The crew, in my judgment, did  
indeed do a good job, marred only by an outbreak of galloping  
camp-crud that infected many of us, likely with one of 
salmonella's  
milder cousins.  My misery was acute for one evening only, and  
that, luckily, at a motel.  [Try it with sanicans, at night,  
distantly across a tented field.]  I re-hydrated promptly and  
missed no riding from it, though I was weak for a day and a half.   
Others were more uncomfortable than I, and for longer. 
  
After we arrived in DC, with more self-adulation, I shipped  
most of my junk homewards, keeping only socks and shorts, and  
AMTRAKed to Manhattan, where I biked up 8th Avenue and through 
Central Park to the Metropolitan for an expensive lunch and  
a swing-through the 19th century.  Did you know that Ingres'  
"Odalisque" is nearly monochrome, in grays and mauve?  My memory  
of reproductions of it is richly colored.  I wonder if there's  
more than one version? 
  
Then I AMTRAKed again up the Hudson river valley to Rensselaer 
and bike-raced the sunset across the river and westward to 
Rotterdam [south of Schenectady, west of Albany]: arriving  
with the gloom in a dead heat: a hellavafella. 
  
There I played with my son, Lee, my daughter-in-love, Virginia, 
and "our" baby Joan, now 5, who is perfect, from time to time. 
That plural possessive follows from early medical adventures when 
I, my niece, my sister, and my second son all took turns as 
resident gnomes for parts of Joan's 1st year, to help her and 
Virginia through a difficult pregnancy and infancy: it was a rich 
adventure, richly rewarded.  Lee's a prof at SUNY-Albany, and  
a former volunteer "Park Commissioner of Rotterdam", which adds 
style to his vita.  He was my grad student, sort of: now I'm his  
post-doc, sort of. 
  
As I've mentioned, Albany was recuperative for me, and biking  
there became fun again.  A distinct negative, though, were  
mosquitoes, dense enough to keep you indoors unless Deeted or  
pedaling briskly.  One unexpected pleasure were fields richly 
colored by Purple Loosestrife, a local weed.  As those fields 



were low and wet, however, their color and those mosquitoes  
likely come as a package. 
  
Then home again on a red-eye to Seattle and Mercer Island.   
Now.. a few minutes ago .. I set up my still sopping tent,  
which had been UPSed from DC with other junk, to dry in the  
yard.  A mildewed pillow is a throwaway, but the rest seems  
salvagable.  May it please you, Madam, that I am too. 
 
Cheers, 
Halstead Harrison 
BigRider #2210 
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